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1. The files of this office reveal the following information
which may possibly pertain to the subject of your request.

2. Chief of .Station, 'Karlsruhe forwarded to Chief, ?II; a
report in which an informant disclosed hip knowledge of various
organisations .engaged in intelligence operations in Ru:sanin and
Austria. The fella:wing information pertaining to one Vassile
HULA* was extraisted from the r °ports

NVassile maw a collaborator of AMER and SIMA, lost a
large number of bodies in Ennania over the pant three years,
and... (informant) says that with the exception of a few
connections still ,remaining in the Beuxat at Ploesti and
Cluj, the SIMA. group is largely non-existent."

02.6.7-817
_..._..._„..,�•-•
"(143LA43791; Source: Chief of Station, Karlsruhe;

Valuations Net givenJ.'

 A report on the intelli gence antivitigin of Rev. Ian Florian
MUELLER, which was prepared ;113.8.1: forwraaed
Chief . :BWV-dhief.or.StAtt.imbil-rranururt on ,4A

�

.�1952.(__
reported'that according to CI _1 'Vasil° RAMAT, a Legionary
Cormier:dant and former mayor of the 3rd Sector of Rucharest•under
the .Legionary regime in lb:mania, was . at,...t.b.4 4--:.t7.1 of the report,
the pre:sent 'Legionary . chitef for Aust;la.(�4eo reported that

•during i,noeting between MA1LAT and I L.�11.0nu5Z7.1952

Bay. )4t1B1LLIMB . presence, MAILAT stated that ..mindiTictual Legionnaires
had been aabigned to work for the vaSicspa allied intelligence
services, bit. that no nerviAll Could boast of using the perriges. of t,,,‘
the Iron Guard Movement". /�f(lpfk.4071.); :. •;64'1urceit_ J
Evaluations i:Pot

4. Izna4cled in ai list of RUZLIZILMIS most.aotive in politics
abroad was:olio MaLAT, • fail. This list,. dated December 1248, in-
dicated that MAILAT, an Iron Guardist, was in Austria L200-7-34-
.57 (11406425);-. • SOUre 9 1 C�3 Viattiti012�•
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5. The following information was extracted from a dispatch
from Chief, FDK to Chief of Station, Vienna, dated 14 February
19491

11...tio have been informed *fa source believed reliable
that Professor Vladimir PKTROVICI, formerly of the Faculty
of Law, University of Bucharest, esepped clandestinely to
Austria in December 1948. HOW taken in band by the
Sale/sum office of =WAN, the Rumanian relief organizatioh
which has headquarters in Paris. °AROMAS in Salzburg re-
ported to the Paris headquarters) that PETROVICI is an Iron
Ouardist and that the Iron Guard wishes to keep him under
cover in Salzburg to vork • ferMAILAT and Other Guaxieta
'who are dompromieed i ...“ a00-7-34-1; ( uvw-955)_ _

,

6. A report on the activities of a _:7_4ated 7 January
1952, was forwarded to Chief, FIIK from Chief or Station, Karlsruhe.
The report indicated that the Legionnaires, through UAL, MAILAT
and BARBOLESCU, were wing blackmail egainst�_.:1concerning
the publication of the Vestitoral. It was also indicated that the
Legionnaires had published three i1981108 of the Vastitoral without
LI�a participation,. LA2-6.-2-344 (MGMA-8070);- , Sources C, :3
Evaluation: Not given/.

7. In a report from Oitaf of Station,Karlsruhe to Chief,
204 dated 12'October 1950, it wasindica-d that one ABNER, fun
was a ZIPPER employee. It was further indicated that one Vasile
MAILAT was a co-worker of ABNER. 52-64-2781 (4)LL-3659)1.

S. One loan BALCUwas included in a list of Rumanian emigres
snapeoted of,Communiat affiliations or sympathies. Information on
BALCI6'dated 10 January 1951, was given to source FAIRFAX by the
cithaMPLagency in Paris. Additional information on BALCU, supplied
by °AROMAS, indicated that one Mr. SASSU, whomumformerkv employed
at the RumAeran Legation in Prague, confirmed that BALCU, while in
Busihareit; had the attitude of an active Communist, that he was
agreaiive and openly menaced Minister FILOTTI. In a personal file
on BALM, which is kept in'the 440MtUir office, it was indicated
that BALCU had given as a reference one MAILAT fun, in Salzburg.
a9-8-3-2281M01994)) Sources c: :3 Evaluation: .B-3,/.
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9. chief, U4, received from Chief Of Station, Karlsruhe a
report on the debriefing of r_�datad 29 August 1950. The
following excerpt concerning MAILAT was taken from the reports

(stated with suOriee that Emil GUTMAN is in
constant -dorreepondencowith Vasil° MAILAT. , MAILAT, a
Legionary Commandant and albrmer very Orthodox Legionary,
111117e now the part of a bourgeois Legionarkt, He seems to
have forgotten completely the basic Legionary rules of •
austerity endplays this part very well..-Bothe he and his
wife are good bourgeois. .12:�does WA know if the
part which MAILAT . plays as e bourgeois is genuine or has
been suggested to him by the Legion.. The fact is that he
has not brokOn off from:the Legion and still considers
himself a Legionary.� •

MAILAT and his wife live at 5 Mobsstrasse, in Salzburg.
L: =thinks that he works for AUNER....0

64:5.13 Opi.112

.10. Information on one Petra BOGDAN aka Titi COWSTANTINBSCU
.dated 14 March 1951, was received from the U.S. Army Attache, Ankara,
Turkey. The information was given to the Army Attache by one Dr.
Aural DEC= who had received it from one Victor LEU, the Arohimandrite
of Free Rumania. According to ChieforStationi Karlsruhe, LEU was
caasidweda questionable oharacteromd was, probably beyond question,
a British agent. The fblloWing.wes extracted from the reports

m....Constantinescu-Bogdan is presently working for the .
'American Intelligence Service in Austria', insthe:AnneroGroup.
(Auner is A Saxon from Brasov, R4ania.) AumAr formerNV
worked for the.Bitlerite services and during the wer; :. he left
Ruissnia. Most of Almeria aseistants - among whichere

Beau and others •-• Are former Iron Guard members.. •."

521.(1GLA;7266); Sources See above; Evaluation: Not

11, Chief, BE, in idispetch to Chief of_Baste, Salzburg, dated
22 Hey 1952, requested information on one Cora BOTAllI. It was
indicated that a woman believed identical with BOTAllI had been in
Salzburg in August 1951 and had been in contact with various
WmAviimpn , one of wham was Vesile MArLAT. 04-2-4925 04ASW43317.
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; 12. A report on the activities of one Tan& CARAGEA BRAGADIRU
-MOWS was aubnitted by Chief of Station, Harlsruhe to Chief, FU4
on 4 January 1952. The following information we extracted from
the reports

1••• Overtly, the IrmaGuardists use injurious language when-
ever Subject's (MOUS) name is mentioned and accuse her of
being a Communist agent, of having betrayed them, etc.
Covertly, however, Subject is On very good terms with a
number of Iron Gut:rests and especially with Vasile Minn
and Miracle DMITRI; both of whom she often aebts....“

' 01GMA-40/44h Source: C Evaluation: Not givq7,
• IX Chief of, •StatiOn- •Vienna forwarded a report on one Father

Florian MUELLER to Chiefs 6,- on 15 February 1931. Information on
MA.ILAT was extracted- from ttis report. as fol3uwa z. • .

R..: CIEJsiól prefaced his remarks by saying that although'
neitherTFather MUELLERnor Walter PCFAH will officially admit
contact with each other and with the Rorie Sima group of the
Iron Quard.(Legion), they definitely�close together
on' politioal and intelligence matters. .

Father ODELLSH's closest collaborators in Austria are-
Nircea D1MITRItr, Marin.SARDU, Mihai MUM, Vaeile MAILAT,
Traian GPM and a (fun) CONSTANTIMIL4 All of these men are
key figures in the local Rorie Sims group and DMITRI; GIURNA
and MALT. are known to have political and.intelligence
oonneotions with the French in Innebruck...."

152.4-671559 (MOA-264); Source:L :I Evaluation: Not

.A CIO report on Iron Guard personalities in Western and
Central Europe, dated 16 January 1950, was forwarded tty Chief, -FDP
F* . Chief of . Station,. :Triersita on 18 August 1951. The CIO report

indicated that 'one Vesile RAM; residing inm,the U.S.. �sone . or
Austria, was Working with the American ]5 0244-W(PTTA..1696)i
Source: CIC, Trieste; Evaluation: by CIO, the entire repOrt,111,61 j
by the Trieste:Station,'the above information, 2j
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13. George ' REAGOr, in a report on his activities in Austria
from AUSIAmt 1947 to July 1951, indicated that Vasile NAILAT was a
member of the Auner-Malner group of Moria Sisa l s Iron Ouardists.
The report alao indicated that the Amer-Maui group, viDieh vas

„ . working for the Amerioan IS, was loyal to . Roria Sim firat and to the
Akerioans secInd. In general, the report indicated that the
American IS set.iap in Austria, as farm Iron Quardist participation
was concerned, was a sorry mass which was prinqj1pali,y due to
internal strife within the Iron Guard group.�7-24721'SourCes

Aeorge ,WPOOTi.:Ivaluatidhs Not givenj..�.

16. On 28 March 1952 C -)reported on the reorgardutdon of
the Iron Guardists in the Salzburg area. The Ouardists organised
themselves into three waste, which in the Legionary organisation
is the equivalent of the Communist woolly . Vasile NAILAT was
iadicated as being the Legionary Commandant of the ' ,Command Restm._
[62-7 •4.78 IMORA • 44)Source s�j Evaluation: Not giVami.• • �.�-�.

1.7. Chief of Station, Karlsruhe fOrwardeda report on Dr. John
FlOrian'IDELLER to Chief, Munich Operation“ase on 10 October 1951.
The following was extracted trots:the report,-

..,Included in Karlfiles information is a Vienna memorandum..
(24ASA-264) which reports that MIIELLER Ia closest Collaborators'
in Austria are Miraea DI14ITEL114 Vkrin SANDU, Mihai GIDREA,
Wane MArLAT, Traian GOLEA'and a fun CONSTANTISIG, all key
figures in the local Horia Sims group, and DIMITRIDr„ GIURBA -

. and MAILAT are known to have political and intelligence con-
nections with the French in InnabrUak. Hwalso has close ties

. to lion Guardists in Spain, to Swine Intelligence, and to French
intelligence... .n

6.43.548 (M34-33427.4)J..1'

• 18. Acting Chief of StationciKarlaruhe forwarded a report on
Titi CONSTANTIN:MU aka Engineer .ilSOGDAN to =aft 5:44 cm 2 December
1949.
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The following information concerning one Vasile MAILAT was exacted
from. the reports

N.. .He (CONSTANTINESCU) sought to reestablish contact with and
regain the confidence of the SIMA group in order to be able to
.recruit couriers for Rumania fromeaong members of that group.
That group's confidence in Titi CONSTANTINESCUhad been shaken
because of the misunderstandings which had developed in Salzburg
between CONSTANTINE= on the one hand and Miroea DUMITRIUsad
Veisile MILO on the other hand. .DUMITRIU and MAILAT had been
appointed by Rorie SIMA to lead the Legionary group which hai
infiltrated the AMerican IS in Austria i.e. Linz and Salzburg.
CONSTANTINESOUhad sought to obtain that appointment for him-
self from Rorie SIMA. That caused a conflict between Titi
CONSTANTINESCU on one side and 1Y TRIU and )(MAT on the other
As a result of which Titi CONSTANT31=withdrew from the SIMA
group in Salzburg so tar as his aotivity went, for a certain
period. During that interval DUMITRITUand MAILAT exerted
pressure on CONSTANTINESCU for rejoining the SIMA Legiquary -
group in his activity in order to end the evident'competition
between them and to avoid weakening their standing and their
relations with the American rervices in Salzburg.

-524-6-152 ()GMA-1905)1: Souroca, ::1(Evaluations Not giveng,_
19. Included in a list Of names of Rmaanisuspersonalitiee Ca6T4known or suspected to be members of the Intelligence and Security

:10Services of the Rumanian Government or of the Communist Party of�C
RunlAnia was one lazile MAILAT. It was indicated that MAILAT was�elgz
suspected of having Rustezia IS affiliations. Data of information
was 18 February 1947. L624-2-1y1. -N(VA-71465ATtchCsto MAVA4525)1
Source ; OnT,'.11SFARSOort 40■ 5-35-48, information �AISFA�m,
files; .Evaluation:

20. A dispatch from Chief, FDM, to Chief OfStetieni Vienna, arwle
dated 6 December 194, was a report on the trial of Eugen TRODORFCU
who was charged by the Rumanian Government as acting as paid agent 3.4 gammwif
the service of the information service of the American Army. The

"...A4cording to the Act of Indictment, information for the
Americans was to be transmitted through MAILAT and BOROBARU
(believed to be identical with Vasile MAILAT of 0-2 Summary of
Rumanian Intelligence and Security Services, page 16, dated 30
September 1947, attached to )IAVA4-525; and with Traian BOROBAHU,
member of the Rumanian National Government in Vienna in 1945),
close collaborators of Horia SIMA.ff

E-6-2-514 (HAVW-867)-7.

MU°following information concerning MAILAT vas extracted from the dispatchkamv
mmoia0
1.4A,
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21. On 30 December 1949 Chief -Of Station, (Karlsruhe forwarded
to Chief, YEM, a report written by L: 3 on the Legionary Movement
from its beginning in 1919 to present. The report indicated that .
one Vasil° MULAT was one of several Legionnaires who had fled from
Runianialo German'. mith Horia SIM& after the Rebellion of January
1941./6ge72401N3MA. 1997); Somme: '1: ;7 : . Evaluations
Not gtomj.- - - --- '':,.�,�,. --,-

•.22. A member of the Iron Guard. who escaped from Romania in
-WY 1948 submitted informat on on the organization of the Iron Guard
to E who transmitted it to Washington in
March. 1950.. Date or inrort4ozi was January 1950. It was indicated

t one VaeileMAILAT was an Iron Guard courier in Salzburg:
7-2441 (PO4-4750); . Sotirce: L: :7 Evaluation:

• 23. The following information concerning one Vasile MAILAT,
which was originally in the 14/F4/ZIPPBRofTice, was taken from
unprocessed material which is to be placed in file Nn(__

WIL-A-4429,(- RUmanian lawyer, 40 years old. Has his Abitur and
is a licensed jurist fromthe Univ. of Cluj. Was a let Lieutentint

• of the Rumanian Reserve (artillery) and practiced law in
• Bliciarest until fall 1940 when he became District Burgermeister
of Barbarest. In jam 41, emigrated to Germany and was in
Buchenwald KZ until Aug 44. Since 1945 has been in Austria
working since then as leader of a debriefing team. Subject
:speaks Rumanian, French, and German; knows Rumania very well.
Due to past political activity, has farreaching contacts in
Rumaniaand-to legionnaire circles of emigrants. Has been
thoroughly investigated and is considered tabs very responsible,
capable, correct, and clever. Leader of this operation, and

. also runs operation in Project 121. Sib-agents report to him
once a .month by letter, he sends reports tn A

7 

tria via mail

19-ii
in secret writing; Subject known byt_ Subject knows
the leader of Organization 13 and then:present& vs &smell as
the co.-workers of the head Hesidentura . 15000. •ibl'eliitiithain

•AlietkleetligOirteltie.t.Ott,:el:PAIRAPJA:044.03100:1gP.MV43104,1(43
4440en006itiO Subject appears inPrOj. 121 in the same capacity
which he has in thie project.“ .(Devel. Proj. 14,21 Sept 49)

• IIMOL-An489, (Project 121 - 1 Oct 49) Co-worker Of Organization 13
where he led debriefing group beginiing lo the summer of 1947.
Recruited #15325 and trained him in positive intelligence secret
writing and codes. Family, if any, probably lives in Austria.
Paid as rggular member of OVA (ZIPPER).
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- RIKIL.4.2446 10 July 1950. Leader of the project; Rumanian
national born 1909 in Bucharest; living with wife but not
in contaot with his family in Amnia; while in military
service attended Officer's Candidnte School for Artillery in
Craiova. lip to 1941 member of the Legionnaire movement and
member of .Rumanian Bar. At present no political affiliations.
Ras organised and carried out several missions into Rumania
for General Agencr A."

:. 1411L-A4352, '30 Nov 51. Dropped Agents List 456/30. Unfit
for eviployment.
24. SOPB-23272, dated 10 Kw& 1:90 was transmitted to the

Cid 'Pi answer to a query on one Vasil:: MAILAT. Copy of SO DB
23272 in attached.

1, Attachment:,�,
. Copy of SO DI3-23272

-
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